
Dec. 13, 2021
Dear Colleagues,

This is a very busy time of year, but we are all looking forward to
a bit of a slowdown with the holidays and winter break on the
horizon. Finals are completed and grading is underway for
undergraduate faculty, and our graduate and professional
programs have conferred December degrees and, in some cases,
held pinnings and hoodings. The end of every semester provides
several opportunities to acknowledge significant milestones!
Congratulations to everyone.

I can feel the collective sense of pride and accomplishment
across our campuses, as well as anticipation for celebrations and
gatherings with family and friends. You all deserve to have some
relaxing, joyful time off, and I sincerely hope you do. One of the
traditions in my family is Christmas cookie baking, and I am
sharing the recipe for one of my family favorites, Coconut-
Graham Cracker Bars, at the end of this newsletter. Actually, we
call them Bernice Bars for one of my mom’s cousins who was a
wonderful cook. If you give the recipe a try, l hope you enjoy it as
much as I do! 

Thank you to everyone involved with Winter Session 2021-2022. I
will share final numbers in the new year, as registration is still
open this week for some courses. I am very appreciative to
everyone who contributes to this opportunity for our students.

Enjoy the many campus holiday events being offered this week,
and especially the University Holiday Party, tomorrow in Omaha
and Wednesday in Phoenix. 

Merry Christmas and happy holidays to each of you!

Mardell A. Wilson, EdD, RDN
Provost

Recreation, Wellness Featured on Magazine Cover
The Department of Recreation and Wellness is featured on the cover of Campus Rec magazine
and in the article “Rising to the Call at Creighton University.” The article includes the COVID-19
vaccine clinic in the Rasmussen Center, Wellness Wednesdays and Free Fresh Fruit Fridays,
and collaboration with campus partners. Above are pictured, from left, Kym Bauer,
administrative assistant; Greg Durham, director; Lucia Zamecnik, assistant director of fitness
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and operations; and Steven Walton, assistant director of competitive sports.

Keegan, Harris, Murray Present at Annual Meeting
College of Arts and Sciences Dean Bridget Keegan, PhD, and associate deans Holly Ann
Harris, PhD, and Rebecca Murray, PhD, presented on “Building a Trauma-Informed Campus”
at the Council of Colleges of Arts and Sciences 56th annual meeting in Portland, Oregon, Nov.
10-13. They, along with Amy Wendling, PhD, associate dean, created a presentation gleaned
from the good work of faculty across the college during the pandemic, especially relying on the
work of the College Pedagogy Taskforce.   

Mack Quoted on Female Judges
Law professor Raneta Mack, JD, was interviewed by the Omaha World-
Herald regarding the addition of two new female judges in Douglas
County’s district court bench. The article also notes the continued need to
improve representation across race and gender for both judges and
lawyers.  

Smith Essay Explores Jesuit Medical Education
James Smith Jr., MD, professor of medical education and medical humanities, contributed an
essay, “Rethinking What Makes a Medical School Jesuit,” to Conversations in Higher Jesuit
Education. The essay examines the proper role and commitment to cura personalis in Jesuit
medical education. Smith proposes two educational reforms that could serve as manifestations
and measures of the commitment to Ignatian pedagogy that should be evident in Jesuit medical
schools.  

Mullins Short Story to be Translated
Dave Mullins, MFA, associate professor of creative writing in the
Department of English, has had his short story “Crash Site on a Desert
Mountain Outside Las Vegas,” from his book Greetings from Below,
solicited for translation by the French journal Graminèes. The story will

be translated by Nathalie Barriè and published in the spring. 

Hendrickson Featured in WalletHub Article
Heider College of Business Dean Anthony Hendrickson, PhD, was featured as an expert in a
WalletHub article, “Best Car Insurance in Nebraska.”

Porter Awarded for Leadership
Joann Porter, MD, associate dean for graduate medical education and
designated institutional officer (DIO), School of Medicine, was named a
recipient of The Parker J. Palmer Courage to Lead Award from The
Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME). This

award honors institutional officials who have demonstrated strong leadership and astute
resource management, and who have encouraged innovation and improvement in residency and
fellowship programs and their sponsoring institutions. Porter will be honored at the 2022 ACGME
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Annual Education Conference, being held virtually March 30-April 1, 2022.  

Professors Present on Medical Humanities Panel
Brooke Kowalke, PhD, assistant professor, College of Arts and Sciences; Matthew Reznicek,
PhD, associate professor, College of Arts and Sciences; and James Smith Jr., MD, professor,
School of Medicine, presented “Good Readers and Good Doctors: Literature in Medical
Education” as a panel discussion during the annual meeting of the American Society of Bioethics
and Humanities in October. The presentation described their experiences with the incorporation
of medical humanities into the educational curriculum at the School of Medicine.  

NYT Interviews Haneman on
Conservatorship
Trusts and estates law professor Victoria Haneman, JD, LLM, was
interviewed for the New York Times article “Experts said it was unusual to

end a conservatorship without a mental health screening,” which discussed Britney Spears'
conservator case and its unusual circumstances. 

Johnson Quoted in TIME, Internationally
Bob Johnson, PhD, CFA, professor of finance, was interviewed in the TIME Magazine article,
“Here Is What a Stock Split Means for the Average Investor”; International Business Times' “US
Job Growth Stalls As Unemployment Drops, Sending Conflicting Signals to the Fed”  and was
quoted in Norway’s leading newspaper, E24, in “Tesla-speklanten,” where he discussed Tesla
speculators.  

Williams Collaborates on
Comprehensive Black History Book
Ogechukwu Williams, PhD, assistant professor in the Department of
History and Medical Humanities, collaborated with a select group of

authors to produce The Black History Book, a comprehensive global history that explores the
struggles, achievements and impacts of Black communities across the world from the prehistoric
era on. The book discusses key issues and events in the history of Africa and the African
diaspora, and engages current movements and trends in Black history.  

Steyger Co-Authors Article in Perspective
Peter Steyger, PhD, professor of biomedical sciences and director of the Translational Hearing
Center, School of Medicine, co-authored the article “Supporting Equity and Inclusion and Hard of
Hearing Individuals in Professional Organizations.” The article was published in the journal
Perspective in October.  

Ebner Facilitates Session for ABA 
Noam Ebner, LLM, professor, Negotiation and Conflict Resolution,
Department of Interdisciplinary Studies in the Graduate School, facilitated
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a session on Online Dispute Resolution at the American Bar
Association’s Dispute Resolution, Mediation and Advocacy Skills Institute.  

Dineen Featured on Behalf of Law, Policy Group
Kelly Dineen, RN, JD, PhD, associate professor of law and director of the health law program,
was featured on Fox 10 News (Mobile, Alabama) as the leader of a group of health law and
policy professors supporting the U.S. Supreme Court’s review of the standard necessary to find
criminal liability for doctors who prescribed opioids. The group believes that the standard for
criminal liability should be higher than the need to find malpractice.  

Johnson Named Committee Chair
Ronn Johnson, PhD, ABPP, associate dean for diversity and inclusion,
School of Medicine, was appointed chair of the Diversity and Health
Disparities Committee of the Association of Psychologists in Academic
Health Centers (APAHC).   

Doyle Study Included in Resilient Educator
A study by Beverly Doyle, PhD, associate professor in the Department of Education,
“Developing Resiliency in Students who have Experienced Trauma,” is included in December’s
Resilient Educator. This is an ongoing study of interventions at St. Philip Neri Catholic School by
educators and the school counselor with students who have been identified as having
experienced trauma. Jan Powers, PhD, assistant professor, program director, School
Counseling; Jiwon Kim, PhD, assistant professor; and Jean Hearn, PhD, associate professor,
are contributing to the interventions. 

Georges Presents at USERN Congress
Leah Georges, PhD, associate professor and program director, EdD in
Interdisciplinary Leadership, Department of Interdisciplinary Studies in
the Graduate School, presented “The Case For and Against Generations
as a Demographic Construct” at the International Universal Scientific

Education and Research (USERN) Congress Nov. 13. USERN is a nonprofit organization
dedicated to the advancement of multidisciplinary, authentic, ethical and professional scientific
research and education for peaceful and public good. 

Town Hall, News Outlets Feature Goss
Economist Ernie Goss, PhD, the Jack A. MacAllister Chair in Regional Economics, participated
in a Town Hall with Congressman Don Bacon to discuss the Bipartisan Infrastructure Bill on Dec.
8. He was also featured in several articles regarding the Mid-American Business Conditions
Index, including the Business Record, the Kansas City Star and the Arkansas Democrat-
Gazette. 
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Provost Wilson's Coconut-Graham Cracker Bars
Ingredients

• 30-32 whole graham crackers
• 6 tablespoons butter
• 1 cup sugar
• ½ cup milk
• 2 eggs, well beaten
• 1⅓ cups coconut
• 1 to 4½ cups chopped pecan pieces (use the amount your family prefers)
• 1 cup graham cracker crumbs

Directions

1. Line the bottom of a 9x13 baking dish with a layer of graham crackers. You will have to cut
some to size.  

2. Combine butter, sugar, milk and eggs. Cook in the microwave on Power 7 in glass bowl,
stirring often until thick.

3. Add coconut, nuts and graham cracker crumbs.
4. Spread mixture immediately over graham cracker layer.
5. Top with another layer of whole graham crackers.
6. Cool and frost.

Frosting
Ingredients

• 4 tablespoons butter, softened
• 6 tablespoons evaporated milk
• 2½ cups powdered sugar
• 1 teaspoon vanilla
• Nuts if desired

Directions

1. With hand mixer, beat butter.
2. Add evaporated milk, powdered sugar and vanilla and beat.
3. Spread over bars. Sprinkle with nuts if you desire.
4. Refrigerate for 24 hours 

Bars display nicely if cut into rectangles. Enjoy!

Read faculty and staff news and submit your own items at CreightonToday.com.

Visit Creighton Today
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View this email online.

2500 California Plaza
Omaha, NE | 68178 US

This email was sent to bethcavanaugh@creighton.edu.
To continue receiving our emails, add us to your address book.
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